Instructions for Installation

Illustration #1
Cable-Ready Television

*Allows viewing of any channel.
Connect one end of the jumper cable wire to the fitting on the wall plate (cable connection). Connect the other end to the fitting, designated VHF "Input" on the rear of the television, you may need to twist end to end to secure connections. Set TV to "CABLE" mode and following the television set's instruction booklet, select "AUTO PROGRAM" to preprogram the set.

Illustration #2
Non Cable-Ready TV With Converter Box

*Allows viewing of any channel, full use of converter remote control.
Connect one end of the jumper cable wire to the fitting on the wall plate (cable connection) connect the other end to the fitting, designated "Input" on the converter box. An additional jumper cable wire is needed to connect the fitting designated "OUTput" on the converter box. The other end of the jumper cable wire gets connected to the designated VHF "Input" on the TV set. Some older TV's may require a matching transformer (adapter). This will be needed to mate coax connector to the VHF connector on the back of the set. Permanently tune the television set to 2, 3, or 4 (depending on the market) and leave it set to that, in order to use the converter box for channel selection. On all connections you may need to twist end to secure connection.

Illustration #3
Cable-Ready TV and Cable-Ready VCR

*Recording any channel while viewing any channel.
Connect one end of jumper cable wire to fitting on wall plate (cable connection), connect other end to fitting designated "Input" on the VCR. An additional cable jumper wire must be connected onto the fitting designated "OUTput" on the VCR. The other end of this cable jumper wire gets connected to the fitting designated VHF "Input" located on the rear of the TV. Make sure that both the TV and the VCR are set to the proper "CABLE" or "CATV" modes (according to the manufacturer's instructions). Permanently set the TV to channel 2, 3 or 4 (depending on the market) in order to use the VCR for channel selection. On all connections you may need to twist end to secure connection.

Illustration #4
Non-Cable-Ready TV / Cable-Ready VCR With Converter

*Allows viewing of any channel while recording any channel.
Connect one end of jumper cable wire to fitting on wall plate (cable connection), connect other end to fitting designated "Input" fitting on the VCR. An additional cable jumper wire must be connected onto the fitting designated "OUTput" fitting on the VCR. The other end of this cable gets connected to the "Input" fitting on the converter box. With another jumper cable wire connect one end to the "OUTput" fitting on the converter box and connect the other end to the VHF "Input" on the TV set. A matching transformer (adapter) will be needed to mate the coax connector to the VHF connection on the back of the set. Permanently tune the television set to 2, 3 or 4 (depending on market) in order to use the converter box for channel selection. On all connections you may need to twist end to secure connection.